MMC 6476: Understanding Audiences (Fall 2018)

University of Florida Online Master’s in Audience Analytics

3 credit hours

Instructor: Amy Jo Coffey, Ph.D.

Email: acoffey@jou.ufl.edu

Course web site: http://lss.at.ufl.edu

Office hours: Arranged via email.

Course description: An overview of the primary theories used in the study of audiences, including their conceptualization and behavior.

Vision Statement

This course provides students an overview of the conceptual and theoretical foundations of audience and consumer behavior and preferences, as well as other relevant scholarship. Students will learn how to apply academic scholarship to the industry to help them understand and explain industry dynamics, as well as to inform decision making. Students will learn about the foundational concepts and theory through weekly reading assignments and class discussions, as well as writing assignments and a final paper and presentation. The final paper will hone students’ understanding of how theory informs and drives practice in the marketplace, and will enhance their critical thinking skills.

Learning Objectives

At the conclusion of this course students will be able to:

1) Understand the criteria for evaluating the quality of a theory;
2) Articulate and apply the seminal theories and conceptual foundations in the study of audiences;
3) Describe conceptualizations of audiences throughout the literature, including both firm and consumer perspectives;
4) Demonstrate the relevance of the audience behavior literature, both seminal and current, for current practice;
5) Explain the evolving role of audiences today and how audiences can be defined;
6) Think critically and abstractly about current audience behavior and apply common principles across media platforms;
7) Critically evaluate audience behavior scholarship

Required Materials:

Course Reserves (available through our Canvas site via UF Libraries ARES). The Course Reserves can be accessed through our class Canvas site (see navigation tab along left side). This is similar to an online
course pack. *(Note: Microsoft Edge browser can be touchy with Course Reserves. We recommend an older Explorer version, Chrome, or Firefox to access.)* We use Course Reserves for convenience of aggregation. You can access any of these materials yourself directly through UF Libraries as well.


Audience Analytics Research Portal (see link on our Canvas site). *You must be connected via VPN in order to access library resources.*

Additional readings may be assigned through UF Library databases, web links, or other.

**Recommended Texts:**


**Course Communications**

Please refer to the syllabus or assignment instructions first, as many of your questions will be answered there. When you do have additional questions on course content or assignments, please use the Canvas mail function (if individual question or a personal matter), Discussions Forum in Canvas (if it may be applicable to others), or email me directly (acoctey@jou.ufl.edu). Please allow 48 hours for a response from me. If you think your question could be helpful for other students, please use the Discussion Forum so that everyone can see your question and my response. I encourage you to reach out to me at any time you have questions. Do not wait until it is too late and you get behind. In order to ensure you are on the right track in thinking about your final project, we will have a mandatory “virtual office hours” meeting via phone or Skype during the fifth week of class to discuss your proposal.

**Instructional Methods**

The course content will be delivered via the Canvas e-learning platform, for which you will log on using password protected access: [http://lss.at.ufl.edu](http://lss.at.ufl.edu). The course is made up of 12 modules. Other than the final week, there will be one or more lecture videos for you to watch, along with assigned readings, and
often additional online videos or podcasts. Lecture videos will vary in length. Reading materials will be available either through the Course Reserves link on our Canvas site, courtesy of UF Libraries databases (be sure you have set up your off-campus VPN for remote access), PDFs on Canvas, or web links. This content will be delivered asynchronously, so you can watch and read when it is convenient to you. However, the content will build upon the previous week’s content and discussion, so you’ll need to be disciplined to keep pace, so as not to be left behind. We will also utilize group discussion (through Canvas forum) for learning, and there will be virtual student presentations (via video) at the end of the semester.

**Introductory Videos**

In addition to the lecture videos for each module, there are two introductory videos which you must view at the beginning of the course, as well as the program orientation course (Audience Analytics Orientation). One is an introduction to the course and to me (your instructor) and the course topic, and the other will cover our syllabus.

I also encourage each of you to record a brief (1-2 min.) introductory video to introduce yourself to the rest of the class and post it on Canvas. It’s a great way for us to get to know one another.

**Expectations**

As this is a graduate level program, student work should be a reflection of analytical and critical thought, as well as higher-level writing and academic abilities. Assigned readings are expected to be completed on time, and it is your responsibility to watch all of the lecture videos. Discussion postings that demonstrate your reading of the material and viewing of lectures will also illustrate your participation level and commitment to the class. Students are expected to comport themselves as they would within any other professional environment. This includes being respectful of others’ opinions, including the instructor, using respectful language, and showing one another common courtesy across all platforms of communication. Professional behavior also includes honoring all deadlines and adhering to academic honesty policies. Your success in this class will ultimately be determined by the amount of care and effort that you put into it.

**“Netiquette.”** All members of the class are expected to follow rules of common courtesy in all email messages, threaded discussions and chats. Please read the information provided at this link: [http://teach.ufl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/NetiquetteGuideforOnlineCourses.pdf](http://teach.ufl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/NetiquetteGuideforOnlineCourses.pdf)

**Course Policies**

**Attendance.** Because this is an online asynchronously delivered course, attendance in the form of roll call will not occur; however, students are expected to sign onto the course site at least once each day, Monday – Friday, to check for course updates in the announcements and discussion sections of the site. The new course week begins each Monday. (However, you are always welcome to start the videos/readings sooner.)
Late Work and Makeup Policy. Deadlines are critical to this class. All work is due on or before the due date. Pre-approved extensions for deadlines will only be permitted for emergencies. Minor inconveniences such as technical issues, family vacation or minor illness are not valid reasons for extensions. With this in mind there will be penalties for late work. NO LATE ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR FULL CREDIT without prior arrangements that are acceptable to the instructor, unless the lateness is due to an excused absence such as illness or catastrophic emergency that can be documented. This is true for all assignments, discussion boards, papers, case studies, etc. Late penalties are as follows:

Assignments less than one hour late: 20% penalty.
Assignments more than an hour late, but less than 24 hours late: 50% penalty.
Assignments more than 24 hours late: 0 points (no credit, or 100% penalty).

Issues with uploading work for a grade is not an excuse. If a student is having technical difficulties with Canvas, there are other means to submit completed work. Student may email .zip files or even links to Dropbox folders to Instructor via UF email. Students should compensate for technical difficulties by not waiting until the last minute to submit work.

Any requests for make-ups due to technical issues MUST be accompanied by the ticket number received from LSS when the problem was reported to them. The ticket number will document the time and date of the problem. You MUST e-mail your instructor within 24 hours of the technical difficulty if you wish to request a make-up. Contact the UF helpdesk at (352) 392-HELP.

Emergency and extenuating circumstances policy: Students who face emergencies, such as a major personal medical issue, a death in the family, serious illness of a family member, or other situations beyond their control should notify their instructors immediately.

Students are also advised to contact the Dean of Students Office if they would like more information on the medical withdrawal or drop process: [https://www.dso.ufl.edu/care/medical-withdrawal-process/](https://www.dso.ufl.edu/care/medical-withdrawal-process/).

Students MUST inform their academic advisor before dropping a course, whether for medical or non-medical reasons. Your advisor will assist with notifying professors and go over options for how to proceed with their classes. Your academic advisor is Natalie Lee, and she may be reached at natalielee@jou.ufl.edu.

Requirements for class attendance and make-up exams, assignments, and other work in this course are consistent with university policies that can be found in the online catalogue at: [https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/attendance.aspx](https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/attendance.aspx)

Deadlines.
This class, like others, involves many deadlines. Here is a reminder. The new lecture starts on Mondays.
Lecture/Theory Postings 11 PM EST Fridays the week of lecture
Reaction Postings 11 PM EST Sundays the week of lecture
Assignments/Papers 11 PM EST Sundays of your assigned week
Final Project Outline 11 PM EST, Sunday, Sept. 23
Final Project 11 PM EST, Sunday, Nov. 18
Final Presentation 11 PM EST, Sunday, Nov. 18

Weekly Routine

Each “course week” begins on a Monday. (However, you are always welcome to work ahead or access content sooner.) For each module, there will be one or more lecture videos to watch, and often additional online content. In addition, there will be assigned readings, which you will be able to access via our Course Reserves or UF Library databases, web site links, or PDFs.

Grade Distribution

All work is graded on 10-point scale with weighted categories as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Work Item</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecture/Theory Postings (11 total)</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Postings (11 total)</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Project Outline</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory Application Papers (2 total)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final project</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final presentation</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final grade will be awarded as follows:

- A  100% to 93%
- A- < 93% to 90%
- B+ < 90% to 87%
- B  < 87% to 83%
- B- < 83% to 80%
- C+  < 80% to 77%
- C  < 77% to 73%
- C- < 73% to 70%
- D+ < 70% to 67%
- D  < 67% to 63%
- D- < 63% to 60%
- E  < 60% to 0%

https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/grades.aspx
Assignments

All assignment information will be posted in the ‘Assignments’ or ‘Discussion’ tab on our class Canvas site. Also, unless otherwise stated, all assignments should be submitted via the Assignments tab in Canvas. Here is a rundown on each of the assignment types and how they will be evaluated.

1) Weekly Discussion Postings

There are two kinds of weekly postings to do: (1) Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) and (2) Reaction Posting (RP):

a) Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP): These postings are your synthesis and commentary on the weekly lecture and readings, which will begin by addressing questions posted by the instructor. Unlike a summary, a synthesis should bring together and connect the concepts you encountered within the assigned readings and/or videos, including lecture content. How does all of the material seem to fit together? Do you agree with or take issue with any of the things you read? If so, why? You must answer all questions posed by the instructor, as well as comment on all of the assigned readings for the week within the LTP. These postings should be between 350-500 words each, and include proper grammar and citations. At the conclusion of your Lecture/Theory posting, include two relevant questions for your classmates to react to (these questions are not included in the 350-500 word total). As examples, these could be new questions that came to you as you read, it could be a question about how some of the concepts fit together, or something that perhaps you took issue with in the readings and would like others’ opinions. The Lecture/Theory posting (LTP) must be posted to the Discussion board of our Canvas site by 11:00pm EST each Friday night. To start the process, just go to the ‘Discussion’ tab on the toolbar in Canvas, click it, look for the relevant module, and start your post. For a guide on how your posts will be evaluated, please see the rubric below.

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) Grading Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1-2</th>
<th>3-4</th>
<th>5-6</th>
<th>7-8</th>
<th>9-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No post is written or posts include plagiarized content (all outside content must be in quotations or student will receive a ‘0’!)</td>
<td>The post fails to meet the word count requirement. The post does not address all questions posed or offer a thoughtful, well-developed response for the questions that are answered. Not all readings are being commented.</td>
<td>The post fails to meet the word count requirement but does respond to all questions posted (or vice versa). The responses however, are not well presented or well thought out. Ideas are not organized nor do</td>
<td>The post meets the word count requirement and answers all questions posed and comments on all readings. The level of response is poor with disorganized ideas or the ideas are not well</td>
<td>Post is accurate, relevant and well written. The student addresses all questions and readings with thoughtful and reflective ideas that have substance and depth. If used, outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. “According to”</td>
<td>Post is accurate, relevant and well written. The student addresses all questions in the prompt with thoughtful, reflective ideas that have substance and depth. All readings are commented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) Reaction posting (RP): As alluded to above, your classmates—at the end of their weekly Lecture/Theory Postings (LTP)—will pose two questions that you will have an opportunity to react to on our Canvas Discussion board. Select at least two questions that you would like to react to and provide an answer or opinion. (These could be two questions from the same person, or you may react to a single question from two different people.) This reaction posting must be at least 300 words in length and be posted before each Sunday at 11:00pm EST. (So there are 2 days between your colleagues’ original posts and your reaction post.) Monitor your Discussion feed to see who answers your RP. If no one selects your questions, you are not obligated to respond. But if they do, you should respond to them as well. This generates robust class discussion and engagement. (See RP grading rubric below.)

So here’s how a sample week would go for postings:

1) Wilma posts her LTP (between 350-500 words) on Friday night before 11:00pm EST, and also includes two reaction questions for her classmates.

2) Wilma then goes to look for two questions she would like to respond to (posted by Fred and Barney) for her Reaction Post (RP), and provides this by Sun. night at 11pm EST (at least 300 words).

3) Wilma continues to monitor her LTP for classmate responses, and if anyone does respond, she responds by the following Wednesday.

4) It’s a wrap! (Yabba-dabba-doo.)
## Reaction Posting (RP) Grading Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1-2</th>
<th>3-4</th>
<th>5-6</th>
<th>7-8</th>
<th>9-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No reaction post is written or reaction posts include plagiarized content (all outside content must be in quotations or student will receive a '0')</td>
<td>Reaction post fails to meet the word count requirement. The post does not address at least two questions posed by peers or offer a thoughtful, well-developed response. Post is not well organized. There are many spelling or grammar errors or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
<td>The post fails to meet the word count requirement but does respond to at least two questions posed by peers. The responses however, are not well presented or well thought out. Ideas are not organized nor do they offer something new to the discussion. There may be several grammatical or spelling errors or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
<td>The post meets the word count requirement and answers at least two questions posed by peers. The level of response is poor with disorganized ideas or the ideas are not well presented. There may be grammatical or spelling errors as well, or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
<td>Post is thoughtful, relevant, and well written. The student responds to at least 2 peer questions posed with thoughtful and reflective ideas that have substance and depth. If used, outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. &quot;According to Jones (2017)...&quot;). Post either does not meet requirement for word count or has spelling/grammatical errors.</td>
<td>Post is relevant and well written. The student addresses at least two peer questions posed with thoughtful, reflective ideas that have substance and depth. Ideas are original and offer something new to the discussion. If used, outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. &quot;According to Jones (2017)...&quot;). Post meets requirements for word count and is without grammatical or spelling errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### c) Theory Application Paper (TAP)

In each of the two Theory Application Papers, you are to do the following:

i) Describe the theory and explain how it works;

ii) Briefly tell the origins of the theory, the scholars credited with developing it, along with one or more of the seminal works using the theory and how it has developed since then;

iii) Evaluate it using the various criteria we use to assess the quality of a theory, and explain why you evaluated it as you did;

iv) Assess how useful or applicable you think this theory is in the industry/marketplace today. How and when would you use it? Then identify an example of your theory at work in the industry and thoroughly describe how your example fits the elements of the theory, how it applies, and how it works.
Each Theory Application Paper (TAP) should be 4-5 pages (excluding references), double spaced, written as a Word document in APA style (in-text citations and reference list at end). Upload it to the Assignments tab of our Canvas site by 11:00pm EST Sunday on the due date (which will coincide with the module/week that theory is studied in the syllabus, so these due dates will vary by student). At the beginning of the semester, you will send your top 4 choices of theories (ranked in order of preference) to the instructor, and she will assign the theories for this paper based on preference, to the extent possible.

**Theory Application Paper (TAP) Grading Rubric**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1-2</th>
<th>3-4</th>
<th>5-6</th>
<th>7-8</th>
<th>9-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No paper is submitted or paper includes plagiarized content (all outside content must be in quotations or student will receive a '0')</td>
<td>Paper fails to meet the length requirement. The paper does not address the required content elements of the assignment or does not do so completely. Paper content is not very thoughtful or well-developed. Paper is not well organized. There are many spelling or grammar errors or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
<td>The paper fails to meet the length requirement but does address the required content elements of the assignment. The paper content, however, is not thorough, well presented or well thought out. Content is not well organized. There may be several grammatical or spelling errors or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
<td>The paper meets the length requirement and addresses required content elements, but could be elaborated on or explicated more completely or thoughtfully. The content may be disorganized or not well presented. There may be grammatical or spelling errors as well, or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
<td>Paper is thoughtful, relevant, and well written, addressing the required content elements of the assignment with substance and depth. Outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. “According to Jones (2017)...”). Paper either does not meet length requirement or has spelling/grammatical errors.</td>
<td>Paper is thoughtful, relevant, and well written, addressing the required content elements of the assignment with substance and depth. Outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. “According to Jones (2017)...”). Paper meets length requirements and is without grammatical or spelling errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d) Final Project and Presentation

Your final project will be a proposal for a scholarly research project grounded by audience theory. While you are not expected to carry out the study (executing the method, gathering or analyzing data), you will do everything up until that point. That is, you will generate the research questions and/or hypotheses guiding the study, research the academic and industry literature to properly ground the study and situate your questions/hypotheses, and identify which method(s) are best suited to carry out your study. You will develop the study’s research design along with any relevant supporting materials. Appropriate research questions or hypotheses, theory, and methods will be expected. Format should follow that of a scholarly journal (Introduction, Literature Review, and Methods). You must also include a References list at the end. Length
should be a minimum 7 pages, not to exceed 12 pages before references and appendices, double spaced, in APA style.

Paper topics and approaches must be approved by the professor. Individual consultations will assist in answering specific questions. A final project outline will be due earlier in the semester.

At the conclusion of the course, each student will video record and present a 10-minute (max.) Power Point presentation of his/her research project to the rest of the class using course video technology. Format of the presentation should follow that of an academic conference, with slides outlining the theoretical foundation(s), research questions and/or hypotheses, and method(s) planned. Students will be evaluated for content as well as its professionalism and effectiveness of delivery. (Length is shorter than a typical academic presentation, as it will not report findings, implications, etc.)

Final Project Outline. This deliverable is ungraded. However, it is an opportunity to ensure you are on the right track in terms of a research study topic, whether you are selecting the right theory and methods, and also whether you are considering the proper scope and other factors. It is a way for me to know that you fully understand the assignment, and enables me to steer you toward the proper literature or other resources. Thus, the more you put into this (the more complete it is), the more I will be able to comment on and help you.

This outline should be double spaced, and contain the following elements:

- Working title of study
- Preliminary literature review
  - Refer to scholarly articles in this course to see examples of literature reviews, including their length, depth and breadth, style, etc. Note the vast number of sources. Our goal is to be as exhaustive as possible and definitely to include the primary studies that have been done on the theory and topic.
  - Literature reviews are written to tell readers not only what we know to date about a topic, but where there may be more research needed, and where the “knowledge gaps” are.
  - The literature review, once completed, should make it evident why your study is needed (you should also include a statement to this effect). Why do this study and why should we care?
- Research question(s) and/or hypotheses
- Method
  - Include the type of method you plan to use (quantitative, qualitative, or both), the specific method(s), as well as any statistical or analytical tests/tools that you would use at a later date (during analysis).
  - Do you know whether you’d be able to access all the data or get the clearance you need, in order to know that the method is “doable?” Explain this here.
- Justification for the study, methodological approach, and analytical tools.
- Expected Findings (what you hope to find and why)
- Relevance to the industry, including a practical “takeaway” (can be included in “Expected Findings” section)
### Final Project Grading Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No project is submitted or project includes plagiarized content (all outside content must be in quotations or student will receive a '0')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Project fails to meet the length requirement. The project does not address the required content elements of the assignment or does not do so completely. Project content is not very thoughtful or well-developed. Project is not well organized. There are many spelling or grammar errors or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Project fails to meet the length requirement but does address the required content elements of the assignment. The project content, however, is not thorough, well presented or well thought out. Content is not well organized. There may be several grammatical or spelling errors or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>Project meets the length requirement and addresses required content elements, but could be elaborated on or explicated more completely or thoughtfully. The content may be disorganized or not well presented. There may be grammatical or spelling errors as well, or outside content is not appropriately cited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>Project is thoughtful, relevant, and well written, addressing the required content elements of the assignment with substance and depth. Outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. “According to Jones (2017)...”). Project either does not meet length requirement or has spelling/grammatical errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>Project is thoughtful, relevant, and well written, addressing the required content elements of the assignment with substance and depth. Outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. “According to Jones (2017)...”). Project meets length requirements and is without grammatical or spelling errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Final Presentation Grading Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No presentation is made or presentation includes plagiarized content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Presentation fails to meet the length requirement. The presentation does not address the required content elements of the assignment or does not do so completely. Project content is not very thoughtful or well-developed. Presentation is not well organized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Presentation fails to meet the length requirement but does address the required content elements of the assignment. The presentation content, however, is not thorough, well presented or well thought out. Content is not well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>Presentation meets the length requirement and addresses required content elements, but could be elaborated on or explicated more completely or thoughtfully. The content may be disorganized or not well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>Presentation is thoughtful, relevant, and well written, addressing the required content elements of the assignment with substance and depth. Outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. “According to Jones (2017)...”). Presentation either does not meet length requirement or has spelling/grammatical errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>Presentation is thoughtful, relevant, and well written, addressing the required content elements of the assignment with substance and depth. Outside content is cited appropriately (Ex. “According to Jones (2017)...”). Presentation meets length</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
University Policies

University Policy on Accommodating Students with Disabilities:

Students requesting accommodation for disabilities must first register with the Dean of Students Office (http://www.dso.ufl.edu/drc/). The Dean of Students Office will provide documentation to the student who must then provide this documentation to the instructor when requesting accommodation. You must submit this documentation prior to submitting assignments or taking the quizzes or exams. Accommodations are not retroactive, therefore, students should contact the office as soon as possible in the term for which they are seeking accommodations. Students with disabilities who may need accommodations in this class are encouraged to notify the instructor and contact the Disability Resource Center (DRC) so that reasonable accommodations may be implemented. DRC can be contacted by phone at 352-392-8565.

University Counseling Services and Mental Health Services: Sometimes, happenings outside of the classroom can affect our performances within it, including virtual ones. Please do not hesitate to take advantages of university resources in this area, for whatever reason. If it is affecting you, it is important to get the support you need, which includes some online services:

UF Counseling and Wellness Center: Ph. 352-392-1575
http://www.counseling.ufl.edu/cwc/Counseling-Services.aspx

Class Demeanor:
Mastery in this class requires preparation, passion, and professionalism. Students are expected, within the requirements allowed by university policy, to participate in class and meet all deadlines. Work assigned in advance of class should be completed as directed. Full participation in online discussions, group projects, and small group activities is expected.

My role as instructor is to identify critical issues related to the course, direct you to and teach relevant information, assign appropriate learning activities, create opportunities for assessing your performance, and communicate the outcomes of such assessments in a timely, informative, and professional way. Feedback is essential for you to have confidence that you have mastered the material and for me to determine that you are meeting all course requirements.
At all times it is expected that you will welcome and respond professionally to assessment feedback, that you will treat your fellow students and me with respect, and that you will contribute to the success of the class as best as you can.

Getting Help:
For issues with technical difficulties for E-learning in Canvas, please contact the UF Help Desk at:

- Learning-support@ufl.edu
- (352) 392-HELP - select option 2
- https://lss.at.ufl.edu/help.shtml

** Any requests for make-ups due to technical issues MUST be accompanied by the ticket number received from LSS when the problem was reported to them. The ticket number will document the time and date of the problem. You MUST e-mail your instructor within 24 hours of the technical difficulty if you wish to request a make-up.

Other resources are available at http://www.distance.ufl.edu/getting-help for:
- Counseling and Wellness resources
  http://www.counseling.ufl.edu/cwc/Default.aspx
  352-392-1575
- Disability resources
- Resources for handling student concerns and complaints
- Library Help Desk support

Should you have any complaints with your experience in this course, please visit http://www.distance.ufl.edu/student-complaints to submit a complaint.

Course Evaluation:
Students are expected to provide feedback on the quality of instruction in this course based on 10 criteria. These evaluations are conducted online at https://evaluations.ufl.edu
Evaluations are typically open during the last two or three weeks of the semester, but students will be given specific times when they are open. Summary results of these assessments are available to students at https://evaluations.ufl.edu/results

University Policy on Academic Misconduct:

Academic honesty and integrity are fundamental values of the University community. Students should be sure that they understand the UF Student Honor Code at http://www.dso.ufl.edu/students.php

The University of Florida Honor Code was voted on and passed by the Student Body in the Fall 1995 semester. The Honor Code reads as follows:

Preamble: In adopting this Honor Code, the students of the University of Florida recognize that academic honesty and integrity are fundamental values of the University community. Students who
enroll at the University commit to holding themselves and their peers to the high standard of honor required by the Honor Code. Any individual who becomes aware of a violation of the Honor Code is bound by honor to take corrective action. A student-run Honor Court and faculty support are crucial to the success of the Honor Code. The quality of a University of Florida education is dependent upon the community acceptance and enforcement of the Honor Code.

The Honor Code: “We, the members of the University of Florida community, pledge to hold ourselves and our peers to the highest standards of honesty and integrity.”

On all work submitted for credit by students at the University of Florida, the following pledge is either required or implied:

"On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid in doing this assignment."

For more information about academic honesty, contact Student Judicial Affairs, P202 Peabody Hall, 352-392-1261.

ACADEMIC HONESTY

All graduate students in the College of Journalism and Communications are expected to conduct themselves with the highest degree of integrity. It is the students’ responsibility to ensure that they know and understand the requirements of every assignment. At a minimum, this includes avoiding the following:

**Plagiarism:** Plagiarism occurs when an individual presents the ideas or expressions of another as his or her own. Students must always credit others’ ideas with accurate citations and must use quotation marks and citations when presenting the words of others. A thorough understanding of plagiarism is a precondition for admittance to graduate studies in the college.

**Cheating:** Cheating occurs when a student circumvents or ignores the rules that govern an academic assignment such as an exam or class paper. It can include using notes, in physical or electronic form, in an exam, submitting the work of another as one’s own, or reusing a paper a student has composed for one class in another class. If a student is not sure about the rules that govern an assignment, it is the student’s responsibility to ask for clarification from his instructor.

**Misrepresenting Research Data:** The integrity of data in mass communication research is a paramount issue for advancing knowledge and the credibility of our professions. For this reason any intentional misrepresentation of data, or misrepresentation of the conditions or circumstances of data collection, is considered a violation of academic integrity. Misrepresenting data is a clear violation of the rules and requirements of academic integrity and honesty.

Any violation of the above stated conditions is grounds for immediate dismissal from the program and will result in revocation of the degree if the degree previously has been awarded.

Students are expected to adhere to the University of Florida Code of Conduct [https://www.dso.ufl.edu/sccr/process/student-conduct-honor-code](https://www.dso.ufl.edu/sccr/process/student-conduct-honor-code)
If you have additional questions, please refer to the Online Graduate Program Student Handbook you received when you were admitted into the Program.

Course Schedule*  (See reading list for full reading citations.)

**August 22-24 (half week):  Course Introduction**

**Watch**

Course Overview Video:
- You will learn about the Understanding Audiences course.
- You will begin to consider why this area of study is important.

Syllabus Video:
- Explanation of course requirements and assignments *(Note: Have a copy of the syllabus nearby to follow along during the video.)*

**Read**

Course Syllabus

**Assignment**

Personal video by Fri. @ 11pm EST: Record and post a 30-second video to introduce yourself to the rest of the class (ungraded). Upload to Discussion section of Canvas site.

*Once you have completed all of the work for this half week, you are welcome to move into Module 1 (no need to wait until Aug. 27.)*

**Week of August 27**

**Module 1:  Introduction to Audiences; Models of Audience Conceptualization; The Dual Product Market; What is a Theory?**

**Learning Objectives**
- Understand what a theory is, how they are used, and identify the characteristics that make up a good theory and are used to evaluate the strength/quality of a theory;
- Describe common conceptualizations of audiences and approaches to studying them;
- Understand and articulate what is meant by the “dual product market” of the media industry
Watch

Lecture: Introduction to Audiences (parts 1 and 2)

Lecture: What is a Theory?

Read

(See Course Reserves tab on left of Canvas navigation bar, then click on Module 1. Non-library reading links will be provided on the module page.)


Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST

After scanning the theories presented in this course, let Dr. Coffey know of your theory preferences for your two Theory Application Papers by Fri. @ 11pm. (Provide 4 in ranked order of preference. Send this via private mail message in Canvas.)

All reading-related postings should be posted in the Canvas Discussion tab.

Week of September 3

Module 2: Active Audiences: Uses and Gratifications, Consumer Theory; Audience Valuation

Learning Objectives

- Understand the shift toward conceptualizing audiences as active and the theoretical beginnings in audience power;
➢ Understand the economic drivers and predictors of audience value and stakeholder perceptions surrounding audience valuation;
➢ Identify the applications, as well as strengths and weaknesses of the theoretical approaches and concepts presented.

Watch

Lecture: Uses and Gratifications Theory

Lecture: Consumer Theory

Lecture: Audience Valuation and Measurement

Read


Optional:


Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST
Week of Sept. 10

Module 3: Social Identity and Mood Management Theories

Learning Objectives

➢ Identify the applications, as well as strengths and weaknesses of the theoretical approaches presented.
➢ Begin to identify connections between the theories presented in previous weeks.

Watch

Lecture:  Social Identity Theory
Lecture:  Mood Management Theory
Video:  Annenberg Colloquium

Read


Optional:


Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST
Week of Sept. 17

Module 4: Cultivation Theory and Social Cognitive Theory

Learning Objectives

➢ Identify the applications, as well as strengths and weaknesses of the theoretical approaches presented.
➢ Identify connections between the theories presented in previous weeks.

Watch

Lecture: Developing Hypotheses and Research Questions
Lecture: Cultivation Theory
Video: Parasocial Relationship Theory
Lecture: Social Cognitive Theory
Video: Bandura and Social Learning Theory

Read


De Simone, J.J. (2013). What is good can also be bad: The prosocial and antisocial in-game behaviors of young video game players. Atlantic Journal of Communication, 21, 149-163.

Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST
Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST
Final Project Outline by Sun. @ 11pm EST (ungraded)

Week of Sept. 24

Module 5: Adoption, Diffusion of Innovations, and Product Life Cycles
Learning Objectives

- Identify the applications, as well as strengths and weaknesses of the theoretical approaches presented.
- Identify connections between the theories presented in previous weeks.

Watch

Lecture: Diffusion of Innovations Theory

Videos: Various (see provided links in Canvas)

Read

Rogers, E. (1995). Diffusion of innovations (Ch. 1, 5-7)


Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST

Required office hours (via phone or other) sometime this week to discuss your final project idea (time TBD)

Week of Oct. 1

Module 6: Selective Exposure and Political Audiences

Learning Objectives

- Identify the applications, as well as strengths and weaknesses of the theoretical approaches presented.
- Identify connections between the theories presented in previous weeks.

Watch

Lecture: Selective Exposure Theory

Lecture: Political Audiences
Videos: Various (see provided links in Canvas).

Read


Other readings and links provided within Canvas module site.

Optional:


Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST

Week of Oct. 8

Module 7: Audience and Consumer Engagement

Learning Objectives

- Understand and be able to articulate the concept of audience or consumer engagement as applied to various stakeholders
- Articulate the definitional challenges behind the concept
- Identify applications to the industry

Watch

Lecture: Audience and Consumer Engagement
**Videos**: Links provided within Canvas module.

**Read**


**Optional**:


**Assignments**

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST

**Week of Oct. 15**

**Module 8**: Presence Theory, Media Richness, and Interactivity; Engagement continued

**Learning Objectives**

- Articulate conceptual definitions of engagement and their applications to the industry
- Understand the theoretical areas of presence, media richness, and concept of interactivity

**Watch**

**Lecture**: Presence Theory, Media Richness, and Interactivity

**Videos**: Various (links provided within Canvas module)
Read


Other readings and links provided within Canvas module site.

Optional:


Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST

Week of Oct. 22

Module 9: Two-Step Flow and Social Networks

Learning Objectives

➢ Understand two-step flow and social networking theory
➢ Identify applications in the marketplace
Watch

Lecture: Preparing an Academic Research Presentation

Lecture: Two-Step Flow and Social Network Theories

Video: “The Hidden Influence of Social Networks”

Read

Two-Step Flow:


Social Network Theory/Network Theory:


Optional:

Assignments

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST

Week of Oct. 29

Module 10: Audience Theories Common to Strategic Communications

Learning Objectives

- Understand selected audience theories common to strategic communications
- Identify applications in the marketplace
**Watch**

**Lecture:** Expectancy-Value Theory and Elaboration Likelihood Model

**Videos:** Various (links provided within Canvas module)

**Read**


**Assignments**

Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST

Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST

**Week of Nov. 5**

**Learning Objectives**

- Understand selected audience theories common to strategic communications
- Identify applications in the marketplace

**Watch**

**Lecture:** Theory of Planned Behavior/Reasoned Action

**Videos:** Various (links provided within Canvas module)

**Read**


**Assignments**

- Lecture/Theory Posting (LTP) by Fri. @ 11pm EST
- Reaction Posting (RP) by Sun. @ 11pm EST
- Work on final projects and presentations

**Week of Nov. 12**

**Week 12:** Final Papers and Presentations

**Learning Objectives**

- To effectively synthesize the theoretical concepts presented throughout the semester and successfully apply them to an audience-related problem or topic
- To successfully articulate the above via class presentation

**Read**


**Assignments**

- Final project by Sun. (11/18) @ 11pm EST
- Final presentation video by Sun. (11/18) @ 11pm EST

*Course schedule and elements subject to change.*